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We can anticipate that one of the essential sources for digital texts in the
forthcoming future will result from the recent outstanding improvements of
Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR) techniques as reflected with online ser-
vices such as Transkribus (Kahle et al. 2017) or open source platforms such
as eScriptorium (Kiessling et al. 2019) / Kraken (Kiessling 2019). Still,
most of the existing HTR platforms rely, with good reasons, on layout oriented
exchange formats such as Page XML1 or ALTO2 to express recognition out-
puts integrating both plain text content and layout information. From a TEI
community point of view, it is thus important that we identify some precise
guidelines for representing this content in TEI with a scenario in mind where
we would want to be able to reuse a shared low-level (i.e. shallow text semantic)
encoding across projects that may bear appropriate visualisation capacities or
even be a common basis for more elaborate encodings according to the type of
documents each project is dealing with. The present paper will show the results
of confronting two digitisation projects that have relied upon the eScripto-
rium / Kraken platform and their attempts to map Page XML and ALTO
content onto a stable TEI structure and address the following issues:

• integrating the proper metadata in the <teiHeader> (basic reference to
the HTR software, trained models for the layout analysis and/or the tran-
scription);

• mapping the layout format in the <sourceDoc> element, keeping track of
all segments identified by the HTR process together with the correspond-
ing text;

• experimenting with a controlled vocabulary for the description of the lay-
out, as provided by the SegmOnto working group (Gabay et al. 2021);

1http://www.primaresearch.org/tools/PAGELibraries.
2https://www.loc.gov/standards/alto.
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• keeping the link with external IIIF image servers;

• linking interpreted content in the <text> elements with the various com-
ponents available in <sourceDoc>.

The paper will come with updated github resources (example files, XSLT
transforms) at the time of the conference.

Data+code
Scripts and data are available at the following adresses:

• https://github.com/e-ditiones/Annotator.

• https://github.com/lectaurep/page2tei.

• https://github.com/lectaurep/lepidemo.
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